How To Make $1,000 Per Day Clear Profit On With One Single $35 Product You Choose: - And - How To Become An After-Tax Cash Millionaire In 3 Simple ... Business, Arbitrage, Private Label, FBA)
NEW REVISED 2016 EDITION with FREE Training Resources and More Than One Hundred and Sixty 5-Star Reviews! In Bradford Sullivan’s ground-breaking, best-selling book you’ll learn... How to achieve TOTAL FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE “partnering” with the most successful online retailer in the world - .com. The compelling evidence that selling products on .com may be the best home-based (online/internet-based) business opportunity ever created. The basics of selling on .com for the complete "newbie". The Simple Profit Blueprint “ How to Make $1,000 Per Day Clear Profit on with One Single $35 Product You Choose! The blueprint to create a self-perpetuating $360,720.00 after-tax annual income. Work when you want, from the comfort of your home or even your local coffee shop, any place in the world with an Internet connection. How to earn insane Returns on Your Investments (ROI’s) that Wall Street, Banks and other financial institutions envy and would rather you NOT know. The step-by-step process that can take you from $0 to millionaire selling products on .com. You’re creating "AZ Money Machines". How puts money directly into your bank account every 2 weeks. The 6-week period where many sellers make more money than they make in the entire other 46 weeks of the year. The biggest obstacle in your way of achieving success and how you Bradford Sullivan can help you overcome it. The Priceless Benefits to “Partnering” with .com. The Two Distinctly Different Methods to Find the Products You’ll Be Selling. The “Arbitrage” Method of Sourcing Products to Sell. The “Private Label” Method of Sourcing Products to Sell. Two Distinctly Different Methods of Private Labeling Products to Sell. Two Distinctly Different Ways to Sell Your Products. Advantages in Favor of the Private Label Business Model. Advantages in Favor of the Arbitrage Business Model. The Two Major Obstacles to Making Really Big Money with Arbitrage. Where to Get 100% of the Money You Need to Grow Your Business as Large as You Want “ at 0% Interest! Where to Find MORE Money to Build Your Business. Your Free Training... and much more. The "Secret Sauce" to supercharge your motivation and determination to succeed in this business. How to Make Money from Home, How to Make Money Online, FBA, Amazing Selling Machine, Amazing Selling Machine, ASM, Home-Based Small Business, Selling Blueprint, FBA Blueprint, How to Sell on for Beginners, Marketing & Sales, Purchasing & Buying, Retailing, Processes & Infrastructure, Industries, Business & Money, Kindle eBooks, Home-Based Business, Business Life, Small Business & Entrepreneurship, Fulfillment by , Private Label FBA, Selling on , Mail Order Small Business, Exports & Imports, Private Label Marketing and Private Labeling, retail arbitrage, make money with , selling on , Selling on eBay, Sell on eBay, work from home, home-based businesses, affiliate marketing, wholesaling, importing and exporting, Alibaba, Private Label FBA, FBA, Private Label
No nuts and bolts, just a lot of BS selling 88 items a day, just wants your email, so he can make affiliate $ off your purchases to learn how to do sales. Don't sign up for newsletter just a scam to get your email.

'Read on Kindle Unlimited' - The book is well written, with only a couple of minor typos. The author does a great job motivating an entrepreneur to start selling with his system...BUT he never gives you anything that would actually help you to start your business. The numbers behind the business
sound promising, BUT he never tells you how to get started finding products or how to make a good listing or... I could go on and on.

There was so much hype I thought I was going to hyperventilate in the first half of the book. In the second half there was so much accounting yakitty yak and very little substance it just wasn't the read. If I could I would give it 0 stars.

If you have any knowledge whatsoever of sales, this book is a complete waste of time and money. There is no "meat" in this one.

Wait...hold on, wanna make more? Absolutely!!!!Full of imaginary numbers flying left and right throughout the book that reads like one big infomercial (i.e.YOU,CAN,BELIEVE,MONEY)and other lil cheap tactics.P.S. And yeah...don't forget to subscribe to UN-newsletter.(you'll be reminded thousand times about that!!!) BELIEVE ME.

This Book has no content. But worse. there is something fishy about it. There is no way that the author hi,self is making 1k profit on . Is the name Bradford Sullivan even real?This Book is merely his way of making you sign up for his other training products. This is a typical low quality item with fake reviews just to get some sales. What the author did not yet know about selling on is that bad products always get bad reviews, and thus soon disappear. Like this Book will soon be gone.

I agree with one reviewer who says this book has virtually no content. I do believe it is possible to do very well with with Private Labeling. However, this book doesn't even give you a rough overview of how to start this endeavor. It's really just a bunch of pipe dreams and what ifs with some numbers flying around. I gave it three stars because at least it does tell you such a thing exists and I suppose if your are so inclined you can go from there.

You can get a copy free if you go to the authors website, this upset me just a bit since I spent .99 cents. Good ideas. It will cost you some coin and time to execute the plan laid out in the book however. The author does drive you to take action! Really fast read...
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